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STEM DISCOVERY WEEK 2019
The STEM Discovery Week 2019 was a joint international initiative that invited projects, organisations and schools
across Europe and around the world, to celebrate careers and studies in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM). Starting from the beginning of February, with its peak from 22nd to 28th of April, the campaign
was celebrated in 40 countries all around the globe. Following the hashtag #STEMDiscoveryWeek, both on Twitter and
Facebook, we saw numerous inspiring STEM activities – workshops, STEM Festivals, study visits and many more, run by
fantastic teachers, educators and organisations. See the main results of the campaign below!

The 2020 STEM Discovery Campaign will take place from the 1st of February to the
end of April 2020 with a peak of activities during the week of the 20th to the 26h of April.
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STEM ALLIANCE COMPETITION
This year, STEM Alliance supported the STEM Discovery Week 2019 by organising the STEM Alliance Competition and
inviting teachers to compete for the prize – a professional development workshop in the Future Classroom Lab. The main
idea of the competition was to demonstrate that STEM teaching is essential for STEM innovation and for shaping the future
STEM workforce. Moreover, the competition aimed at the promotion of education and careers in these fields as an opportunity
for everyone, regardless of gender or grades in school. Participants were able to submit either events or resources that
contextualise STEM teaching, career guidance and the attractiveness of STEM jobs.
Primary and secondary school teachers, career counsellors and
educators could submit entries which:

•

emphasise the importance of STEM education and
careers

•

showcase a good example of promoting STEM careers
through collaboration with companies in education

•
•

motivate students to choose a STEM career in the future
feature a method of teaching that involves a collaboration
between teachers or schools and companies (placement
in companies, STEM professionals visiting schools, school
visit in enterprises, STEM fairs etc.).

By 29 April 2019, 114 events and 31 resources submissions have been submitted from 18 countries. In total, all submissions
involved over 20,300 participants, out of which more than 16,700 students, more than 2,200 teachers and almost 200
industry partners.
Out of these 145 inspiring and truly motivating submissions, seven events and three resources were particularly remarkable
and won the award. You can check the list of winners and their entries here: http://www.stemalliance.eu/stem-week-2019/

SYSTEMIC & SCIENTIX COMPETITION
For the STEM Discovery Week 2019 Scientix and SYSTEMIC co-organised a competition that aimed to showcase best
practices in STEM education. Throughout the campaign, from 1 February to 30 April, teachers and other educational
stakeholders were invited to organise STEM activities and showcase them on the STEM Discovery Week 2019 blog. The
competition was meant to facilitate exchange between educators across Europe and other parts of the world and inspire
others by displaying a variety of STEM education pedagogies, methodologies and practices on the blog.
The competition was a great success and 108 entries have been received. The blog
posts were meant to report on the activities teachers have carried out. More specifically
they needed to provide information on:

•
•
•
•
•

what they did in their activity
what resources helped them to implement their activity
how they involved their audience
the pedagogical value of their activity
and why others should use this or similar methods with their students

At the end of the blog submission period on the 10th of May 2019, Scientix evaluated all
entries and announced the winners! Due to the high quality of entries the choice was not
an easy one to make. To see it yourself, you can check all the winning entries and links
to their blog posts here!
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30th Science Projects Workshop in the
Future Classroom Lab & award ceremony
STEM Alliance, Scientix, SYSTEMIC,
Amgen Teach and Next-Lab invited the
winners of their competitions for the
30th Science Projects Workshop held in
the Future Classroom Lab of European
Schoolnet. From Friday the 14th of
June to Saturday the 15th, 40 teachers
participated in the event which kicked off
with the special award ceremony in order
to recognize the outstanding work of the
winners of the STEM Discovery Week
competitions all across Europe.

The ceremony was opened by Marc Durando, Executive Director of European Schoolnet, who gavew a warm welcome
to all the participants and highlighted how important is their contribution in promoting STEM disciplines among young
people. Afterwards, the representatives of STEM Alliance partners – Transport Malta, Cisco, Shell and Sissa MediaLab –
awarded the authors of seven activities and three resources which were particularly inspiring and remarkable. They were
chosen out of more than a hundred outstanding and truly
motivating submissions to the STEM Alliance competition.
The winners of the other competitions were selected and
awarded by each project’s team members. See the full list
of the winners!
After such a great kick-off of the event, the participants
seemed to be extremely motivated and excited to attend
each session and implement the knowledge they acquired
to work with their teams on their own projects. In the end
of the event, they had to present an online communications
campaign, a scientific poster or a presentation to promote
the projects they were working on during the weekend.

“I connected with other STEM
teachers, and we are going to
collaborate in future for sure.
I am more determined to keep
doing STEM projects, and I am
planning to give a full report
of the event for my colleagues
in our institution.”

“I found very inspiring and
useful the choice of the first
training upon a subject e.g.
Scientific posters and then
implementing it. For me this
was the link between theory
and practice.”
“It was important for me to
find new ideas in order to
keep improving our teaching in
the STEM field, to inspire and
motivate our students.”
You can read more about the event and see all the presentations on the dedicated webpage here!

SCIENTIX
The community for science
education in Europe

The STEM Discovery Week 2019 has been funded under the European Union’s H2020 research and innovation
programme – project Scientix 3 (Grant agreement N. 730009), coordinated by European Schoolnet (EUN) and http://
sdw-blog.eun.org is coordinated by SYSTEMIC, Co-Funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union.
The content of the document is the sole responsibility of the organizer and it does not represent the opinion of the
European Commission (EC), and the EC is not responsible for any use that might be made of information contained.
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About SYSTEMIC
About the STEM Alliance
The STEM Alliance (www.stemalliance.eu) brings together industries,
Ministries of Education and education stakeholders to promote
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics education and
careers to young Europeans and address anticipated future skills
gaps within the European Union. The STEM Alliance builds on
the success of the EU-funded inGenious initiative (2011-2014) to
increase the links between STEM education and careers, by involving
schools throughout Europe.

@stemalliance_eu

StemAllianceEU

SYSTEMIC (systemic.eun.org) is a strategic partnership project
funded under KA2 of the Erasmus+ programme. The overall objective
of the SYSTEMIC project (“Say Yes to STEM In the Classroom”) is
to increase young Europeans’ interest in mathematics, science,
engineering and technology education and careers and to provide
teachers with the appropriate pedagogical tools to teach STEM
topics differently and in a more attractive way.
SYSTEMIC is Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme
of the European Union (Grant Agreement N.
2016-1-BE02-KA201-017360). The content of the
document is the sole responsibility of the organiser
and it does not represent the opinion of the European
Commission (EC), and the EC is not responsible for any
use that might be made of information contained.

